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BOOK TWELVE'

11 !re is an pperation that is used. some branches .of matheria4tics. We
shali use its conventional name, "delta", s bolized by the Greek letter 6 .

Here are ,some exaowles.of how it.works:

3 6

7

7

4

6

6

7

3 =

7 1

6 2.

1 ,.5 6 =
2 .

5 6 51
= 0

2 2 b ,

3ô 3-3% =
8 4'

What.does 6 de.? (See page .12 to confirm your answer.)

In some of the problems that follow it may be' that. more than one mfrnber works.
In each case describe all the numbers that work.

2,

3.

4.

5.

14

14

3

6
3

6-4-
3

ô 13

14

6

6

-

INNOm1041,6
0

.7

. A

4
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8. b'ind a number .for I so that

'equal
11

6 ( 4 6 5 ) .

(

( 6 6 8 ) + ( 6

5 )

5 )

6 4 )

1A.

,1 3.

14. (

6 ) =

6 )

6 7 ).

0

/

2

does not

, 0

115. Make up a single equation in which -I 3, 8-4., 14, anql 101 work
%

in thethoxes,' and in which only those numbers work.

4
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Here are some examples of an operation hich we ihall *call "check":
.

"0.

6 ./ 10

50 V 60

59 /, 19

3 80 V 379

11 V 11

= 5

.1. .How might-a. student describe what check does?

. If you can, give a formal definition of check.
thiS.question, consult yage 12 .)

Now do these:

7 15

.4.. 22 Vs '-29

5, 29 V

*s
In...a previous flessoniy./.1 meant something else. We use

but 'with a different meani4.t9 emphasize that this choice is
do nett' to be sure that your students know. what a particular
a given day.

o

L

a

(If.you have trouble with

3- 1 .1

ify

the symbol again
arbitrary. You
symol meanS on



ontinue with:

6.76 ./ 1,070

s/ 1 07d-
3 .3

(The answer i8 .)

What is a likely wrong answer?

a

(

I SI.

NO'
J- 1 1
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Continue with: '1 I ;,/ A

.19. A second ansWer to 18 abbQe:
11,

-Find two answers each 'for problems -20, 21 , and 22.

41i100 V r
4

L1, 12'1

£4,

Z5.

6 ,/ 18 =

15

V33

fr

.14

What are all thonurnbers that work?

I.
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What'are all the numbers that work?
o 0 c)

n

Give one nprnber that dss not work in problem 31:

.9

0

Cif

-

The operations we have called delta and ch k as well as star, circle-
s .

.dot, and check used irk the-previous written lesson are.bi.nary operations. .You
have, to give them two numbei.s to get back one number. Addition, subtraction,

71---
multiplication, and division are also binary operations, but we are too familiar. . .

with them to appreciate their general pr,opertieS.. By 'working with check and
, .

other artificial'operations We shall eventually learn more about the way familiar
Operations work. .

.

1
. .

We shall now explOre whether these and other such oper4ions are Commu-
) . ,

tative.

4

2
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or" .

6 .

When an operation\suFh as circlqc tt is commutative, swihrng1tie two.
..numbers around ilever changes the answer. Examples:.

:3 5 .5 .0 3 1 .11- -2
2

-2 0 11-z- and so on.

If.you Cat)-find two numbers whic,h,give different answers.when you sWitoh them,
then the °pc-ration is .not-commutative.

In the following problems new operations are defined. Tell vthether each*
operation.is commutative. If it is notcomMutative, give an example. to,show
this, as iii the first twooillustrations.. See if ..yOu can predict, cornmutati'(rity:or'

non-commutatiyity before trying spe6fic numberv...

Z.

rl df

If not commutative,
illustrate by giving

' an example.

0

+ 3 X

irtzt 1

( ri I
df

If not commutative,
illuspirate by giv,ing
an example.

* d10 -V A

'
COmmutative? I.



5.

6.,

ci

-If not comm.utative,
illustrate by giving',
an example,

n6t commutative,
ust rate .by. giving

an example.. to.

1' 1

df

If not commutative, .

illustrate by giving
a4 example..

If not, COmmutative,
illustrate by giving
an example.,

>

S.

Comrputatfv.e?

.0.

.1,034

J-11 *



If not cdimutative,
illustrate by.giving
an example.

.If not commutative`,..
illustrate by giving
an_ example.

Nimbi

Li
If ntt cOmmutative,
ilhrstra.re by giving
an,114arnple..

e

4

Commutativeg

41

l'Obsirve that prollierna 7 and 8 are very different.
.

J71i

4%

AO..
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For. the 'following proble'ms,

. .in thi's )esson:,

*
4 I

*10. $

I( not horriMutative,
illustrate by giying
an example.

1 1 o A

df

df

di

, 'and *- are,defined as b fore

Fil,+
:' 2 ,

[ 171 A I
2

.1 -0 'if 11 A
t I if 1-,1 A

CoMmutAtive?
h

.4

If it commutative,
...illustrate by giving

an example.

9 ,

4 4

?.

4
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Continue with 'the 'definitions:.

N/ A

df0 *A 2 X a. +

.,

k.
o

{0 'if 0, A ,

1 if .0 A

Find. all the pairs:of numbers ( 0,A ) that work .t.o_r problems *12, *13,
,.

*14 and *15 .

*13.

*14.

*15.

'J-11

4.1

a

a

..



satis.factory, description of what 6 cioes (pap aYis

If.the numbers are the same, the answey is 1;

if th(;y are different, the answer is Or.

-An acCeptable answer.to question 1:about V on page. -3 is
4%

Take.ofie-half the distance between the two _numbers.

14 acceptable 'answer to iaugstion 2 .might be

Another,acceptable answer:

di, LI. A
las/ A if D -?-

'( .4''''.

-Z N
a

di .. Illo,

'I

if '.?_ D

. ,

.1.

.. * .* *

,

1

ml

4

As has been suggested here, and irr the films, a popular way of introducing.
'an'artifiCial operation to a:class of children is to giv.434tariety of examples and
let students guess what the operation is by supplyi.ng answers to problems. In

time stnts maY be asked to give a deiinition of the operation in words or syrn-
bols.

.i.fieware, howevet, of .bariying such guessing . too far. If. in a reasonable -
time your students .have not figured out wh t you have in.mind, it is best to tell
'them and proceed. to'explore the propertie . of the Operation.

,

4



Even'after a number of examples one could invent valid (if fancy)

d'efinitions'fitting the examples given but,not the same js the one the teacher
was th'inking of. After' the first. three examples on page aild would b.e
correct who said that the operation "check" is as follo

Add the two numbers. 'Round to the nearest multiple of 10 .

Divide by 4 . .Add 1. Again round to the.nearest multiple
.o f 10 If th0 firpt digit is odd, divide by. 5. Then, if the

L.- first digit is not 2 subtract 1.

This dainition doe's not w'or'k for the next'examp.le on page 32--it giAres 37
1instead of but an .operationcould be invented which would work for
2

that example as well and similarly for any number of example

Notice..also that the exenples given on page 3- donot tell u what to

do Vith negative numbersthis is given by some answered questions later
on (problems' 8 and 11.).

It I

0

s

.

.*

13
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Summary Of Problems in the Film
, 1'

" Fr arttciari, Fumbef Line Jumping Rules"

:5th Grade, Cunniff School, Watertown, Massachuietts
Teachtrl Lee Osburn

Here are some problems:
Li + LI + LI = 21

Li + = 24
.

+ Li +D =.-22

(7)

(8) r

1

(Written bet lween the two problems above)
(Wrong answer: 10 + 10 + 1)

What is the difference between these two problems:
,

and

Is the answer to

+ + A = 22

Li + + 0 = 22
+` 0. + 0 = 22. larger or smaller than

1:11 + Li + 0 = 23 (Written after 0 + 0 + 0 = 22)., k

'More problems:,..

.0 + 0, 60. -(20)-
H + =. 6$ (201)

Li + LI + L1= 91 (30-1),

a.New problem:

H + LI. + 0 = + 12 (Wrong answer: 3 L.
Let's do LI + + + 12

Continue with the problems:

+ + = + 20
+ + =' + 2
+ 4. 0 = + 50
+ + D=D + 18

+ 0'+ 0 = -0 + 30
+ 0 = 0 + .40

'1.

,'.0,

'



I want a number so that the Answ er in the boxes will come out to be 75 .

ri .+ u =. 1.1

What is the ansmier so that, the numbe.r4n the boxes

"Andy, I notice your hand is up

awfully fast, do you have a

method for this? "

More problem,s;

n +
a

n + LJ = 0 + 15

+ + rJ + D := El +

IF-1- 4 'LI + + LI = 0. + 24

+ ,+ ,+ = + 22'

.4. +. LI 4: LI + II .= Li + 3

.
i-10

, New problems':

Ll .+ 300

+ 99 + 99 A
98 + 98 + 1/8 =

-96 + 96 1. 9t6,=
I

Did )cou acttially add these numbers? How did you get the answer?
I .

(150)

101 ? (21)

"Yes, the first two, mbers in
.the first two boxes. h ve to add

up to the numberlon t11; right."

(Wrong arkswer: 7+ )
,

N./

New ,problern:

4 + [-] + + 3 =ZXD + 7 (All numbers work.)

A

N

U.
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.1')
"This is a rule which t lls you how to make jumps- on a line.:"

t
.A.ndy: "1.()"

"What about

0 3 X
t+

10

4.

Andy: "That s what goes' in there, isn't it?"

"It might.. This is a rule 'that tells us that we are' going,to start here, and land-..
here.. So let's start at 10 . If we start at 10 ,wheTre .do we land, Gretchen?

"That's the first part pi. it. Now

N"
"-
if T.

( 30)
'

do the whole thing."

f- 1 1 HJ 1-1 1 1 !ITI
.-3 -2 -1 0 .1 2 3- 4 5 .-6, 7 8 9 10 11 12. 13 14 it 16. 17 18 19 20 21,

Start ,a Land a :1.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 14' 16. 17 18 19 20,21

Start a : 8

1
Land: 1 4

1 iit1i.1I , 1. 1' 1 1I I 1- 1 1 1 1-I 0 1 2 3. 4 5 6 7., 8 9. 10 11 12 .13.14 15 16 17 18 19 2/J 21 .

16

Sta(t: 4

-

I 1

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 lrA 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
"t. .

Land: 2

,

t.

4

oft

*19
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'. Continue with the rule E.1 ---) 3 X 0 AO

+/hat happened to that jump? is tthat any

different from the other One? tynn?
gio

(It s ,goingihe opposite way. )
.

Let's sett it. we can iind some mord' jumps. goingthe opposite way. You givre,me--4
a number.-

.1

P.

If you start at ilk you gO to 41,. What if you start at 3 ? . Land?
o*

(-1),
"

many spaces is the, jump that starts at 4,? at 3 ?
,

at 7?

.6, We have two jumps, that are 4 spaces each. 'Can you f,kid .ariofher./
(Start'at 6 )up. 0( 2, iipace.s?

----...../-

Can you .lind a juvrip that'doesns't idanyw ere?

Can you find a starting.point so that we will ju

f

\I)

,e

4

one space?
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Supplement

. Functions'

by Edward Esty

r

The Univer' sity of Illinis Arithmetic Project has laig used jumping ruleS.
in classes for elementary school children. This paper will'give a broader
view of jumping rules ccalled "fuirctions" by mathematicians) 'and indica how

they are used in later:-.work in mathematics,

.Cxample I Consider the jumping riAe

(This T s a s and d introduttory examyle,fiom the Arithmetic Project:). If we
, c

start at .4 , we p t a 4 in both'of the'boxe j,ff. The rule then tells u to go from 4
to 4 + 3 'or 7.

I

et

Start

+ 3,

Land ,

A so, if we start at 2, we land on . If we start att,100, landln 103 , and

4.go on.

'There are several things whicb should be noticed about this jumping rule
*

(or function). , S.
.\S 4.

b ..
1. There are some places where we.can't start.. If we put Brotx Zoo

,

into the boxes, we 'get nonsense: iBronx Zoo + 3 doesn't mean anything.
6

,

If we start at a. "legal" stoarting place, we land on exactly one land-
ing'plAce. In the absence of further information we can asstme that "legal"
-starting points include at least all the numbers on ehe number linezero, pos-

3 1 22itive ahd negAtiv.e in,tegers, .all fraftioins (like -- 6 etc. ) and
4 8

everi irrational numbers like JT and it .



AP.

3.. We can clraw, a picturev.of some of the jumps m4de with the jumping
rule. Typically, we might draw:

40'

w

csri

(,

4
.

^...14ris jtimpin rule, LI 7-... 11 +, 3, is nCit'an oyerly .fascinatihe but we want./..

simple one for .illustratiovow. Notice tha.t riot all- possible jumps re draw

4. There is a definite, simple pattern apriare,n.t in the jumps; i.e., .eac
. jump .forthis rule-goes three units to the right. .

.5. We can land at any number we want (just by starting 3 units to, the
..left (;f. it ) ..

6, Any landing_place alsO a legal starting plade.

You never' land on file place you started from.
/

Example H. Here is a different sort of juing-rule--4-it Alphabet jurnpi

Start

the letter immediately following 17-1 in the English alp

g rule:

habet

Land

If we start at g..'we land at. h . If we start al u we land on v, and s.o

Notice' that:

.1. ain thero are some places We can't start at, for examp
and z (Why° nok? How could we alter ihe rule slightly and in* . ,

way to make z a legal starting pointl )
d (

1 0

on.

1le 5
2

aenatural"
. .

19



As 4)efore, if we start at a legal starting place (i.e. any letter of7

the English alphiihet except ) we land on exactly one landing place. *
,

3. For thiSrule we .can draw a pictvre of 'all of its jumps.
411

; -V r r.-44 .44 -41 ( -41 C.-;' C4/ rY (--4 (-41 r-N
fa c (1 e I g,- hl j k 1'm n op qr S ..t u v

4.: Again thore's a simple pattern apparent'A the rule.

S. We cannot land on every:letter. (W.hich'one or ones a
\.point's'?

.

"(i. Not every.landing place is also a legal starting place.

7. Again there are nO standstill points (places such that ilwe'start
there, wo landthere) a

Example III. (Here is'another jumping rule:'

20

1

if

if

011

1. There are plac.es wcan.t stant atin fact hpre are
4 .

W can't start-at (for exmple,.41 ).
3

,

2, It we start at a legal starting place (i.e, any integer ) we land on exaCtly

et

is even

is, odd

some numbers

one landing place (which must be either 0 or 1).

We catnot draw a picture of all the jti'mps we *c an make with this rule.

Ilerti's a picture of some *of them:

q



4. Again somwort,of pattern is apparent.

We cannot land'on 'evvrjrairnber or even- on every integer..
..,

6. kk,%ery landing place is also a legal starting place.
,

7. This rule does have, standstill points. (What '-4'are they?-. ... 1
.

is an even nyvnber. )

Examp,Ie IV.

.

Here is a deliberately strarige jurtiping rule.

.:
46.

4 MN ANIMAN 4111.

.. 7, Here there are only f ur legal starting places? namely, Broikx. Zoo,

414

4
V.

Central Park if I I is M

Qhio if 1 I iS 'Ohio

.Zero

Bronx Zoo

M , Ohio. an:d 9 s!.

s
2 , If we start ata legal starting place we. land on exactly one landin

place.

3. Wi can draw epicture of all the jum*;----

a
Bronx Zoo

4,. There is 'no oolijoste pattern in this totally arbitrary and artificial
g rule:

(1

' We can land on only three ings, namely 4, Central Park and Ohio.

6. Not 'every landing point is a gal stirting point.'

7. This rule has a standstill "point". (Ohio)
, 21



,
1. Here we phall say that there al.e ho illegal starting places.* If. you

'1 li. I go
i

start at 5." you-land on 5." . If'you start at Bronk Zoo , you ,land on Bronx,
2 ..

Zoo, and so pp.
.

2. If we start at a legal startineplace we laxid on exactly one ltanding
.4.0"plaee.

We cannot draw a picture of all the jumps.

The pattern is clear here (and dull!)

We can land whetever we want.
IP

_Every landing place is al,so a legal starting plac

.7. EtVery lace is a standstill poirit.-

The reader
rtheAabosi,.exa

landing. place.

EXarriple Iy .or

will have observed that there is only one property whiCh all o-f,
les shate: for each legal starting point there is exactly one

Sorne landing places may.be "used" more than..once:(like 4 in
O. and I in Example III), but to each startirig point there cor-.

responds one and only one landing point.

Example VI. Here.is an example_ of, "rule" which is not a jumping rule'
(function):

any number whose square is

The permis;ible starting numbers,are zero and all positive numbers. .Butif,
2 ,we start at 9'., for example, we, could land on 'eithe1/3 or' -3, since 3 ancr

(-3) 2 eye both 9 . Since for some starting numbers we have two landing
numbers, this "rule".:is not a iuniftion.

*Actually, we should say that each place in any predetermined c011ectiOn
.starting places is a legal starting place--but don't woiry aboa-The distinction':.between this tsgtntence and the one above.

.
. , ,

i,
2 4'



77.--H-4 the telephone rit_Tber of.

We specify that the legtil starting places are all people and organizations
hteelain the 1966 Bostop West SuhurbAt telephone' directory. Suppose. that
it we start at H. M. Smith we landet 235-6373. (Note ihat one,would have

have the directory to determine *the landing places iA general. ) Is thi;
unctiony What about standsill pbints?..Are any landing places also legal'

starting places?

. ixample VIII

is smaller than 7

Legal startir4place,s here are all numbers on the number line.
functiOn?' Are there .any standStill points?

s this a

The reader might'reasonably wonder what aspects of.functions people
study: In the next three exarnples.we explore in .somewhat more depth
the rts of things which can be done with functions.

0.
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Example I

a & .

tAppoSe have a piece.of sheet metal which lOoks liee this;
,

1.4

11,4

The height of the piece obviOusly depends on where one measures it, ,

but' it'is' important to notice that given,,trify distance.,(6om 0 to 4 .inch-es)

from the left-lian'd edge, the, piece of -metal has exactly one 'height at that
Ppoint. As one can see fronli the diagram, the height.zero inches from

the left-hAd edge is 1 inch,' apd the height four ,inchea fr'orri the left- a.

hand edge is 3 .inches. Supposla that the piece of metal is designed so
31

that if we measure the sheightat14.point 0 incheg` from ttie left-hand

edge, then the height at that point will 1?e

(24

V

X 0
11 inch,es;

For instance,
2 Xis

8
as followf:

the height of the piece 2 inches frorri.the left-hand edg4
1'

1 or 1.-
2

inChes. We7 express'all this as a functioti

4



4.

6

I

, The legal starting,places (distanCbs from the left7hand edge) are all the
,

numberscski; 0 to 4, inclusive; landing.,numbers are heights. Notice40 .

that the function gives 1 when we start at 0 , and 3., when we start at 4,
,,

4 '' . '
, Which agrees (as it 'should) with.tilimerfsions shown in theipicture.,-

Question: What is the area of ,the fr%nt face of the Piece of rnetat?
We might approximate the area in many ways, Surely.the.area rriust be
moye than "s4 square incltes because a 1" X '4" ragngle could be coy-
ered by the metal..

se

On the other hand, the area must ke less than 61 2 square itches since a
3" X 4" rectangle could covey the piece. .

. A

23
tt.

25



A closer approximation can be obtained by drawing a slanted line:

The .area of this tiapezoidal figure..is
vt.

44 or 8-square inches.'

,A further refinerneta Would 1)6 to use two trapezoids/:
EIP

er

.
a

1'

*If we had two of these trapezoids, they.could be arranged to
form a 4" by 4" square, which would have an area of 16 square
inches. One ol the trapezoids, thetr, has half that area, or 8

,square inchea.

6 A



We know'the height of the broken vertical line in the middle because we know

0 X CIwhere we land when we start at 2-using the rule
8

p '4 1

; 1(Wele already done. this.. The height-2 inches froiti the left- 1-
2

inclies.)
* 1The area of the trapezoid on the left turns out to be ;2 sqtlare inches, and

;... 21'the are.a of the one an the right is 4-2 square.inehesThe total area of the
t.

two trapezoidsis then T square inches. This 'looks a;s if it is very close.to
\

thetrue s.u14face areqff but it is. still a bit too'big. .We.;:could us'e more and more
, ,

travezoi(1s, but no moltterhow many trapezoids we use.i. the curved portion Of (-
A

the piece of metal will still give us' trouble. By splitting up the figure into more
,and more trapleids and by figuring the total area each time', we will get a
sequence of numbers_which approximate more and more.closely the true area;
(We *re assuming here that there actually is a number w.hich.represents the
true area.) Even though no 'Sihgle approximation`will.giveus the true.area, it
is possible to detertnice the true area from the .sequence;of approximations.
lie following tablewas prepared br a computer:

,

Numbe r of
trapezoids

...s I

. Width Of each
trapezoid in

inches

cr Total; area of
the trapezoids

in sq4are ;inches
, .

.

1

/
2

.

3

4

10

15

50

100

.

.

.
/

4 .

.

2

1.3333

1
.

,..4 *

.2666
.16

.08

.04

.

.

p

.

.

:/7

6.8148

/ .6.75
.

6.72

6.68
I.

6;6726
.

6.66813

6.6672

6:6668

a

, .
Can the reader what number is being approximated in the right.ihand'col-..
umn of the table? This number represents the area of the piece 'Of metal. .,
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.The-re a trainCh a-Mathemati

prOpertites\of functions. In particular, calculus' can be,used to answer just
such vroblems as the one abovefinding the surface,area of thia piece of metal
rapidly and ei.tsily.

The function which determines the curved portion of the piece of metalis:

8

Using a proces.scalled. integration (which is very reilich like our sumiiiing of
areas of smaller and smaller trapezoids) we get a neW function:

axEl
24 .

. +

whi9h tells us the amount of area to the left of the v.ertical line .0 inches from
the, left-hand edge., (As befort, the legal starting.places.areS.the numbers from
0 to 4 , inclusive.) So if we start at 4 and .use the area rule, the number. we

*

hind on will. be the area of everything to the left of the vertical line 4 incheS.
from-the left-hand.edgethat is, the.area of.the whole thing. Try it. Does

your answer agree with your previous guess?

The preceding paragraph, especiallAhe part abottr the new functionr may
seem like black magic to the reader,
function is too,long. to ialcilude,here.

It isn't really, but 4.derivation of the new
Suffice it to say that often one function is

useful td describe certain properties of another..,
1.

Example X. We reconsider Example III in a little more depth.

t

if U is'eN;e'n

if U i; odd

(The legal starting numbers are all integers-0, 1, 2, ).

Choose any two starting numbers. We could folloW two diffe4rent procedures:
1. Multiply the numbers, and then put the product slirough the rule.
Z. First put each number through the rule and then multiply the two land-



;

. tl

The- r u le-.41as the- m-a fic-ah-l-e---p-ro-pe-r-t-y- in- ,re-nr.--w-frictri,rt:--
..., .

.cechire is. followed. For. example, suppose the/ two numbers are, 3,21.7 and 984;
The..proe'odves aro dia. ,r,amed belOw;

t 'Multiply them:
217 X 94
3,165,548d

Put each num- .

ber Through elle'
rule:
3, 217 ------> 1

984 > 0

a.

put., 3, 165, 528
through the rule:*
3,165,528 ------> 0

Multi-ply the land
ing numbers:
1 X 0 = 0

Ault is
the saMe
in' both
prOcedureP

So it NA/vire interested only in where We land if we start.at the 'product of 3, 17'.
and 9814 we can avoid the_bothersome Multiplication by using _Procedure 2

,rather than Procedure 1.

.The reader may see that this example can bg summarized by saying that
the p-roduct. of two Whole numbers is even unless both numbee,s a-re odd, in'.

which case the product is odd. While
4
this is of,some theoretical interest, its

practical value is negligible: if we are interested in7finding what the product
of 3,21.7 and 984 is, Procedure 2 'is ,of-nd help,. ven'thOugh'We can finil out
where-we land if NAq: start at 3,217 X 984, we cannot use the landing.:number (0)

to reconstruct therproduct.. This" is because there -are many starting numbers.
(all.the tven'numbers)..whieh will givd 0 .when put.through ale ride,.

k

* U the reader/doesn't findet is remarkable, he is urged tso find ot. er
:functions with this 'propirty. One is 0 * 0 X 0 , What about7> 0 + 3 or 0 5 X ?r

a

I

29
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-

,1, MUltiply the numbers, and .then put the product through the rule.

aelaple xI

.01*

4. the number of timas 2
41,i V

is used when

.written a. product of 3.'s

The 1101 starting numbers are those numbers wrtich can be written ts a pr9duc4
of 2's. Since 8 2 X 2 X 2 , if we ;'tart at 8 we, land on 3. A Ipartial 1j.st of

jumpsi is .shown below:

i.

START LAND

1

4 > 3

(8" > 3

16 4
32 > 5

64 > 6
128 > 7

256 8.

Pick any tWo starting numbers, Again we canfoll2w.two different procedures:
to

a

,

V. First 'put each number through the rule and then add rthe twizi landing

m
,

4 -nubers. Again'the results of the two procedures will be the same) FOr 'ex-
t.

A

ample, §uppose we start with 4 and 32

30

Oa.

.Multiply them:
4 X -32 428

Put each nunt:
ber through
the rule:

'4 2

32 > 5 .

Put 128-through
the rule:
128 --> 7

Add the land-
, ing ntftnbers:

2 +. 5 =

33

Result is,
the same
in both
protedures



1.4111W114,

-7"

It happens that 7 is the landing number for no other titartim number except
128 . Using this tai.t. enables ns to find the product of 4 and 32 in this fashion:

.#

ThuS. the problem of mithiplying.two starting numberS-is redueed-to. the far
a,

. . . .

simpler- problern of adding the landing nutribers and then using therule:bac.kwards.

Se 128 is ,' Find Where to start
4>< 32 -411E7.6 so.as to land on 7:

CI! 7

C.

a

Put each number
through he rule;
4 > 2.
32 --> 5

or

V'
Add the land-
ing numbers:
2 + 5 7

In the example above, instead.of. Multiplying 4 ahd 32 we put 4 and 32 'through
the rule, landing n 2 and 5 respectiv'ely; we added the'landing numbers, get-
ting ince 128 the place to start in ordes to land on 7 we know tliat

12 128

At this point the reader May be thinking that this mdthod works only if wF

trying to rnultiply'niftlibers like 2, 4, 8,(: I6,. etc. Cif so, the reader is right;
it would be silly.to try to write yolkor example, as a produCt of L's because

7

2 X 2 4 and 2 X 2 X 2 --r '8 . But it would be a tremendous ai&to computation
0if the rule cotild be extended to other starting points so that the same relation-"

ship between multiplying starting numbers and adding landing numkers
Suppose, t start at 8. Where should we land? We know that 16 X

8

1

If we'use t
A ,give an equation involving addition:

A

numbers as. tar4ng numbers then. the landin nurtibdrs should"

START:

LAND: 4 + ?
A

31
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1. .But we.knQw that ,4 -I- (-3) --: 1 -s., so if we tart at , we shOuld -land 'on- 3.; g, ..
., .

Notrc-e that we are- not ,c...:41aiming that: ifione uses Z , s a factor negative three
. ...

.1times,' the prOduet is .To. 1 fjow c.ould..yim. ugly anyt ng negative three'tirnes?'
v4 ,.,

'We ,itre' claiming that ictme..want.sto allow more .numlittrs aslegal starting.
places, Ice eping -the' same ..multipliCatio-n-additioh.idea. then .in particulaf- if:

: ..' ..I ' twe start at-- we.must land on 3..
8 . . .

.
I r . 1In the case of 16 X --:-. ---, 2',.'itlhakes sense to that, if we startat we

. 8 . -VI' 8.. .

,,land.on -'-`.:3'. /Buthow do we kno4hat this w-iIl always,:wOrk?. Perhaps another
% I \-r- IprobleM would forceus Ao-'Conclude that.if wd..start at. -.-- we must land on.t...

, ...
say.. 'Of course this -wouldbe disastrous:. it would-mean thatwe could never *

include I as a le.gal starting plate since if our rule is ,to beta function every :.
..

. 48 ,
starting. place.must have -evactly one landing place. Suppose SI and S2.. are .a.ny

.. :,.°41two' rnlegal starting nubers.,suchthat S = .S.
- 1

A
8 ' We will call Ll.the landing..

place for ,,,c.3
'

and L the landing place for S 'W. W4pt to show that Li + (..:3)1: Z

,.
.. Z

-
1

If.-i

'
for the.n we Will.have shown that the landing.number for is I.' Now if

Z . .... 8.I' . .....- .1S X .7 S .then SLis 8 timeS as big as Sz , or, saying it a" ittle differently,
. 8

,,

S Y .8 ,' T- . We know the Mnding places for all three of these numbers...
..

.:

1

, START:

0 LANP:

We know tha the bottom equation is correct because 8 and S
1

are all legaL
, ,starting numbers, 13ut. L + 3 2--

1
'says.that L

1
is imore ..than L So.if we, 2 . . . 2 .

added 3 sto L
1

we woul4 have .L
2

Thus Li + (-3) = L.2 . We have shown
.

1that extending ou,r rule tO 'include as a.legal starting number wilt cause .no
. 8

:

inconAstency.



Let' s try to _i
L nclude)1f umL4rs a, s le al startin numbers for the

W he re should .0e.,lart" ilwe .start at 1 We have, \for exampre:

c

16 X.'

LAND:-
4

r.= .16

-`T

e

. But 4 + 0 4, so if we start at 1 we mus land on Again we uld check
this.' t) *we that making 0 the 'landing numb of 1 .prodUces no itntradiction.
In somewhjat fancier language, if multiplicat on problemsPinvolving starting
numbers are goingto be turnedinto additio problems involving the. landing/ , . !

nurrib'ers, then if we start at the identity el ment for multiplication (namely 1)

;'

. "we should laly1 on the identity.element for addition (namely4...0).
Where should we land if we star

we have for example:
t 0? Using the same techniques as'before

'LAND:

. 0

rNotice that we. have uaed tWo frAmes of the same 'shape, in. the seeond equation.......

,because starting at zero must ive ,i,ts exactly one landing number. B t it'is
:imposrsible to fill the blanks of 3:+ 6, 'to get a true sentencq. Ther f9re'
we cannot .eXtend our, rule to include .0 a,s aiega1. .tarting number.

4
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Where should we land if we start at .5 ?. We notite that 5 1(5 X 5 = 125',

t.

'and 125 i pretty .'close to 128 . 'Sof,

If j+- ,`. is to be near 7- then A. should be close,to or 2-- 11',sing more

START:

LAND:

X 5 X

=

.125 close; to, 1,

-close to 7

1 7

3 3

powe rful methods which we will not explain here, one finds that to five decimal

places the landing number is 2.32192, so our estimate of. 2-3- es not too far off,1 .

4, L.
It turn s out that thcs function. (which is technically known as- a lOgarithm--

41.1'junction) c-an be.,extend.ed to includaksall ppsitive numbers as le.gal starting places.
...The whole idea was first developed by John Napier and Henry Briggs in the early
seventeenth. century, and a co table of landing numbers Was 'published in
1627 . It vastly simplified the horrendous calculations neessary for the astro-
nonnical, navigational, and engineering_applications of the day. T4e lOgarithm
function (usually in a slightly different form) is u sed now in-many practical and
theoretical settings. Its usefulness lies in two of iti4roperties: First, as we
have seen, multiplication problems are t9rned into addition problems ,and,
seccind, .each landing number is the landirmg number for only one starting number,
This allows us to reconstruct uniqUe1y the produc,t from the sum by using the
logarithm function.backwards.

*

\
l, ....

.

It should be Ibmphasized that this pS.per is only an ihtroduction to the nature
I

, ,

anti u'ies of functions. But efementary School teaChers sh uld be assured that

there .are few topics which play a more central role in evelby brfanch of math-


